Abstract. The three Apollonius circles of a triangle, each passing through a triangle vertex, the corresponding vertex of the cevian triangle of the incenter and the corresponding vertex of the circumcevian triangle of the symmedian point, are coaxal. Similarly defined three circles remain coaxal, when the circumcevian triangle is defined with respect to any point on the triangle circumconic through the incenter and symmedian point. Inversion in the incircle of the reference triangle carries these three coaxal circles into coaxal circles, each passing through a vertex of the inverted triangle and centered on the opposite sideline, at the intersection of the orthotransversal with respect to a point on the Euler line of the inverted triangle. A similar circumconic exists in a more general configuration, when the cevian triangle is defined with respect to an arbitrary point, passing through this arbitrary point and isogonal conjugate of its complement.
Multiplying the results, after cyclic exchange,
By Ceva and Menelaus theorems, the points U, V, W are collinear, if and only if the lines AA , BB , CC are concurrent at a point Q.
Lemma 2. Let A 0 B 0 C 0 be a triangle centrally similar to a reference triangle ABC, with similarity center at the incenter I of the reference triangle. Let the external bisectors of the angles ∠A 0 , ∠B 0 , ∠C 0 cut the sidelines BC, CA, AB of the reference triangle at points U , V , W . The points U , V , W are collinear. Lemma 3. Let X, Y , Z be the feet of the internal bisectors of the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C and let U , V , W be the points on the sidelines of the triangle ABC defined in Lemma 2. Let the circles (AXU ), (BY V ), (CZW ) meet the triangle circumcircle O again at points A , B , C . The lines AA , BB , CC concur at a point Q, which lies on the triangle circumhyperbola H = (IG) * , the isogonal conjugate of the incenter-centroid line IG.
Proof of Lemma 3. By Lemma 2, the points U , V , W are collinear. By Lemma 1, the radical axes AA , BB , CC of the triangle circumcircle O with the circles (AXU ), (BY V ), (CZW ) concur at a point Q. Let X , Y , Z be the feet of the external bisectors of the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C and a = BC, b = CA, c = AB the side lengths of the triangle ABC. Let k be an arbitrary similarity coefficient of the centrally similar triangles A 0 B 0 C 0 , ABC, with similarity center at their common incenter I. Since IA 0 = k IA and the external bisectors A 0 U , AX of the angles ∠A 0 , ∠A are parallel,
Using this, the harmonic cross ratio For k = 0, 1 2 , 1 and k → ∞, we obtain the four notable points on the line IG: the Nagel point M , the Spiker point S = I C (the complement of the incenter), the centroid G and the incenter I.
Their isogonal conjugates with respect the triangle ABC are the exsimilicenter of the circumcircle and incircle, known as the Kimberling center X 56 = M * [4] , the common point of the Brocard axes of the triangles IBC, ICA, IAB, ABC [3] , known as the Kimberling center X 58 = S * , the symmedian point K = G * and the incenter I = I * . For the points Q, Q * , corresponding to an arbitrary similarity coefficient k of the triangles A 0 B 0 C 0 , ABC, the barycentric equation of the line GQ * is ( G × Q * ) · R = 0, where G, Q * , R are 3-dimmensional vectors with components equal to the barycentric coordinates of the points G, Q * and an arbitrary point on this line R = (x : y : z), or
Since the equation of the line GQ * does not depend on k, the point Q * lies on the line IG for any k and the point Q lies on the circumhyperbola H = (IG) * .
Lemma 4.
Let the Apollonius circles of the triangle IBC through the vertices B, C cut the circumcircle O of the reference triangle ABC again at points B , C . Let the lines BB , CC intersect at a point Q BC . Let Q CA , Q AB be analogously defined points for the triangles ICA, IAB. The points Q BC , Q CA , Q AB lie on the circumhyperbola H = (IG) * and their barycentric coordinates are obtained from Lemma 3 with the similarity coefficients k = − cos A, − cos B, − cos C, respectively.
Proof of Lemma 4. Let X, Y , Z be the feet of the internal bisectors and X , Y , Z the feet of the external bisectors of the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C of the triangle ABC. Let its Apollonius circle (AXX ) through the vertex A cut the lines CA, AB again at points B a , C a . Since AX bisects the angle ∠C a AB a , X is the midpoint of the arc B a C a of the circumcircle (AXX ) of the triangle AB a C a , hence, C a is the reflection of B a in the line BC.
Let S b , S c be the Apollonius circles of the triangle IBC through the vertices B, C. Since CA is the reflection of CB in CI, the circle S b cuts the line BI again at the point Y and similarly, the circle S c cuts the line CI again at the point Z. The circumcircle M of the triangle IBC is centered at the midpoint M of the arc BC of the circumcircle O of the reference triangle ABC opposite to the vertex A. The centers S b , S c of the Apollonius circles S b , S c are the intersections of the lines CI, BI with the tangents to the circle M at the points B, C. Let the circles S b , S c cut the lines CA, AB again at points V , W . The triangles BCV , CBW are both isosceles and consequently,
Let B 0 , C 0 be the feet of the altitudes through V , W of the isosceles triangles BIV , CIW with the base angles equal to ∠A 2 . Then,
which means that the lines B 0 C 0 , BC are parallel. Let A 0 be a point on the internal bisector AX of the angle ∠A, such that the triangles A 0 B 0 C 0 , ABC are centrally similar with similarity center I; their similarity coefficient is equal to k = − cos A. The lines B 0 V , C 0 W , perpendicular to the lines BI, CI, are the external bisectors of the angles ∠B 0 , ∠C 0 , Let the external bisector of the angle ∠A 0 intersect the line BC at a point U and let the line AQ BC cut the circumcircle O of the triangle ABC again at a point A . By Lemma 2, the points U , V , W are collinear. By definition, the points B, Y , B , V are concyclic and the points C, Z, C , W are concyclic. The points A, X, A , U are then also concyclic, because the opposite would contradict Lemma 1. By Lemma 3, the point Q BC lies on the circumhyperbola H = (IG) * and the barycentric coordinates of the point Q BC are obtained from Lemma 3 with the similarity coefficient k = − cos A.
For the incenter I = I * , the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) degenerate to a pencil of concurrent lines, the internal bisectors AX, BY , CZ of the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C. For the symmedian point K = G * , the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are the Apollonius circles of the triangle ABC, which are coaxal and the Kimberling center X 58 lies on their common radical axis [3] . For the exsimilicenter of the circumcircle and incircle X 56 = M * , the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are also coaxal and the Kimberling center X 58 also lies on their common radical axis [6] . Based on the preliminary results, we now conjecture our main theorem:
Theorem 5. Let Q be an arbitrary point in the plane of a non-equilateral triangle ABC, different from the triangle vertices. Let XY Z be the cevian triangle of the incenter I and A B C the circumcevian triangle of the point Q. The circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are coaxal and their common radical axis passes through the Kimberling center X 58 , if and only if the point Q lies on the triangle circumhyperbola H = (IG) * , the isogonal conjugate of the incenter-centroid line IG.
Remark. When the point Q in Theorem 5 is identical with the point Q BC from Lemma 4, the two Apollonius circles (BY B ), (CZC ) of the triangle IBC through its vertices B, C, supplemented by the circle (AXA ), become a special case of Theorem 5. By Theorem 5, the Brocard axis of the triangle IBC, identical with the radical of its Apollonius circles (BY B ), (CZC ), passes through the Kimberling center X 58 . Similarly, the Brocard axes of the triangles ICA, IAB pass through X 58 .
We will postpone the proof of Theorem 5 and at first, analyze the four special cases X 56 = M * , X 58 = S * , K = G * and I = I * .
Special cases
Inversion in any circle carries a pencil of circles or lines into a pencil of circles or lines. Hereby, we will use the inversion in the triangle incircle I and we will show that the inversion images of the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) for X 56 = M * , X 58 = S * , K = G * and I = I * are coaxal.
Consider the inversion Ψ with center I and power r 2 , where r is the inradius length. Let D, E, F be the tangency points of the incircle I with the triangle sides BC, CA, AB. 
1. The exsimilicenter of the circumcircle and incircle
When the point Q in Theorem 5 is identical with the exsimilicenter of the circumcircle and incircle, the Kimberling center X 56 = M * and isogonal conjugate of the Nagel point M , the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) intersect the circumcircle O at its tangency points A , B , C with the triangle mixtilinear incircles in the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C [7] . Indeed, the tangency point A is the external similarity center of the circumcircle O and mixtilinear incircle K a in the angle ∠A, while the triangle vertex A is the external similarity center of the incircle I and mixtilinear incircle K a . By the Monge-d'Alembert theorem, the external similarity center X 56 of the circles O, I lies on the line AA and similarly, X 56 lies on the lines BB , CC [5] .
Consider the inversion Ψ in the incircle I defined previously. Since the congruent circles O 1 , Γ b , Γ c with radii r 2 meet at the point A 1 , a circle L a with radius r (congruent to the incircle I) and centered at A 1 and is tangent to all three at antipodal points with respect to A 1 . Four different circles are tangent to the triangle sidelines AB AC and to the circumcircle O: the mixtilinear incircle K a and mixtilinear excircle K a in the angle ∠A, both centered on the ray AX of the internal bisector of the angle ∠A, and two other circles centered on the opposite rays of the external bisector of this angle. Since the inversion center I is the similarity center of a circle and its inversion image, only the images of the mixtilinear incircle K a and mixtilinear excircle K a are centered on the internal angle bisector AX. The mixtilinear excircle lies outside the circumcircle O and outside the inversion circle I. Therefore, it has both intersections with the line AX on the ray IX. Since the inversion Ψ has positive power r 2 , its image also has both intersections with the line AX on the ray IX. Consequently, it is centered on the ray IX and it cannot be identical with the circle L a centered on the opposite ray IA. As a result, the circle L a is the inversion image of the mixtilinear incircle K a in the angle ∠A and similarly, the circles L b , L c with radii r and centered at the points B 1 , C 1 are the images of the mixtilinear incircles K b , K c in the angles ∠B, ∠C. Thus, the images A 1 , B 1 , C 1 of the tangency points A , B , C of the mixtilinear incircles Proof of Lemma 6. The images M 1 , N 1 , P 1 of the points M , N , P under the inversion Ψ are the intersections of the circle O 1 with the internal angle bisectors AX, BY , CZ other than the points
By the basic properties of the inversion Ψ, the triangles IA M , IM 1 A 1 are oppositely similar and the angle ∠M A I = ∠IM 1 A 1 is also right. Similarly, the angles ∠N B I, ∠P C I are right. Let the lines M A , N B , P C cut the triangle sidelines BC, CA, AB at points U , V , W . The line BC is the image of the circumcircle O in the inversion in the circumcircle M of the triangle IBC, centered at the point M , and the point U is the image of the point A in this inversion. The line IA , being perpendicular to the line M U at A , is the polar of the point U with respect to the circle M. Consequently, the line IU is the tangent of the circle M at the point I, perpendicular to the internal bisector AM of the angle ∠A. Similarly, the lines IV , IW are perpendicular to the internal bisectors BN , CP of the angles ∠B, ∠C. This means the points U , V , W are collinear, the line U V W being the orthotransversal with respect to the incenter I [2] .
The image U 1 of the point U under Ψ is the intersection of the line IU with the circle Γ a other than I, hence, the quadrilateral IX 1 DU 1 is a rectangle inscribed in the circle Γ a . The right angle triangles IX 1 D, A 1 M 1 A 1 with the common sideline IX 1 = A 1 M 1 inscribed in the congruent circles Γ a , O 1 are congruent. It follows that the quadrilateral A 1 M 1 X 1 D is also a rectangle and the quadrilateral A 1 X 1 A 1 U 1 is an isosceles trapezoid, both cyclic. Consequently, the quadrilaterals A M XD and AXA U are also cyclic. Since the segments B 1 B 1 , C 1 C 1 are diameters of the circle O 1 , the quadrilateral B 1 C 1 B 1 C 1 is a rectangle and the lines B 1 C 1 , C 1 B 1 are parallel. The midline B 1 C 1 of the contact triangle DEF is parallel to its sideline EF . The lines X 1 D, EF are also parallel, being both perpendicular to the angle bisector AM . Combining, the three lines
It follows that the quadrilateral B 1 C 1 X 1 D is an isosceles trapezoid, which is cyclic, and consequently, the quadrilateral B C XD is also cyclic. Moreover, the pairwise radical axes M A , C B , BC of the circles O, (A M XD), (B C XD) meet at their radical center U .
Remark. The orthotransversal U V W of the triangle ABC with respect to the incenter I is the tripolar with respect to its orthocorrespondent I ⊥ [2] . Using Lemma 3 with the similarity coefficient k = 0, we obtain the barycentric coordinates of I ⊥ :
Thus, I
⊥ is identical with the Kimberling center X 57 . Neither I ⊥ , nor the identity I ⊥ = X 57 are included in the current edition of [4] .
The common point of the Brocard axes of triangles IBC, ICA, IAB, and ABC
Assume that the point Q in Theorem 5 is identical with the common point of the Brocard axes of the triangles IBC, ICA, IAB, ABC [3] , the Kimberling center X 58 = S * and isogonal conjugate of the Spiker point S. By Lemma 3 with the similarity coefficient k = Let A 0 , B 0 , C 0 be the midpoints of the segments IA, IB, IC. The inversion Ψ in the incircle I carries the perpendicular bisectors A 0 U, B 0 V , C 0 W of these segments into the circles U 1 , V 1 , W 1 centered on the lines AI, BI CI and passing through the inversion center I (Figure 4 ). Let r u r v , r w be radii of these circles, respectively. By the basic properties of the inversion Ψ, we have
On the other hand, EA 1 is the altitude through E of the right angle triangle IAE, hence,
As a result, r u = IA 1 and similarly, r v = IB 1 , r w = IC 1 , which means that the circles
Since Γ a is the reflection of the circumcircle O 1 of the triangle
Again, the quadrilateral A 1 P 1 U 1 I is a parallelogram and in addition, U 1 P 1 = U 1 A 1 = IA 1 . Because the triangle A 1 U 1 P 1 is isosceles, the line O 1 U 1 is the perpendicular bisector of the circumcircle chord A 1 P 1 . On the other hand, the center line D
The nine-point circle center N 1 of the triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 is the common midpoint of the chords 
3. The symmedian point
When the point Q in Theorem 5 is identical with the symmedian point K = G * , the isogonal conjugate of the centroid G, the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are the Apollonius circles of the triangle ABC [1] . Indeed, the symmedian AA passes through the intersection T a of the circumcircle tangents at the triangle vertices B, C. Inversion in the circumcircle O carries the line AA T a into the circle (AOM a A ) passing through the inversion center O and through the midpoint M a of the triangle side BC, the image of T a . The circle (AXA ) is centered at the intersection S a of the circumcircle tangents at the points A, A and the segment OS a is a diameter of the circle (AOM a A ). Because of the right angle ∠OM a S a , the center S a of the circle (AXA ) is on the sideline BC and consequently, it is one of the three Apollonius circles of the triangle ABC. The Apollonius circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) meet at the two isodynamic points of the triangle, hence, they are coaxal. Their centers are the intersections of the circumcircle tangents at the vertices A, B, C with the sidelines BC, CA, AB and conversely, OA, OB, OC are their tangents from the circumcenter O. They are therefore perpendicular to the circumcircle O. Since powers of O to the Apollonius circles are equal, the circumcenter O lies on their common radical axis. Since powers of K to the Apollonius circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are equal to the power of K to the circumcircle O, the symmedian point K also lies on their common radical axis, the Brocard axis of the triangle ABC.
The images ( 1 , O 1 B 1 , O 1 C 1 are the common tangents of the circles P a , P b , P c and the Apollonius circles, hence, powers of the circumcenter O 1 to the circles P a , P b , P c are equal,
Since the circles P a , P b , P c are centered on the respective midlines of the triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 and pass through its vertices A 1 , B 1 , C 1 , they also pass through its altitude feet J a , J b , J c . Let the altitudes A 1 J a , B 1 J b , C 1 J c meet the circumcircle O 1 again at points H a , H b , H c , reflections of the orthocenter I in the triangle sidelines B 1 C 1 , C 1 A 1 , A 1 B 1 . Powers of the orthocenter I to the circles P a , P b , P c are then
respectively. Thus, powers of the orthocenter I to all three circles are the same, equal to half the power of I to the circumcircle O 1 . It follows that the circles P a , P b , P c are coaxal and the Euler line O 1 I of the triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 is their common radical axis. For any reference triangle ABC, its image A 1 B 1 C 1 under Ψ is always acute. The chords A 1 J a , B 1 J b , C 1 J c of the circles P a , P b , P c meet at I in their interiors, hence, these coaxal circles also intersect at two points L 1 , L 1 on their common radical axis Let K 1 be the symmedian point of the inverted triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 and K a , K b , K c the feet of the symmedians through A 1 , B 1 , C 1 . Because of the harmonic cross ratios
4. The incenter
When the point Q in Theorem 5 is identical with the incenter I = I * , its own isogonal conjugate, the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) degenerate into a pencil of concurrent lines, the internal bisectors AX, BY , CZ of the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C. Thus, Theorem 5 is trivial for the incenter I = I * . The internal angle bisectors AX, BY , CZ pass through the inversion center I, hence, the inversion Ψ carries them into themselves. They become the altitudes A 1 X 1 , B 1 Y 1 , C 1 Z 1 of the image A 1 B 1 C 1 of the reference triangle ABC and the inversion center I becomes its orthocenter. These altitudes can be considered as circles of infinite radius centered on the sidelines of the triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 and passing through its vertices A 1 , B 1 , C 1 , respectively. The line at infinity is the orthotransversal with respect to the orthocenter I, which lies on the Euler line O 1 I of the triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 . A pencil of concurrent lines does not have a radical axis; any line of the pencil would apply.
Inversion in the incircle
From our analysis of the four special cases X 56 = M * , X 58 = S * , K = G * and I = I * with the help of the inversion in the triangle incircle, we conjecture the next theorem: Before approaching the proof of Theorem 7, we need the following two simple lemmas. The second one is the proposition of existence of an orthotransversal and we present another proof of this well known fact [2] .
Lemma 8. Let P be an arbitrary point in the plane of a triangle ABC. Let A , B , C be the midpoints of the triangle sides BC, CA, AB. Let P a , P b , P c be three circles centered on the triangle midlines B C , C A , A B , passing through the triangle vertices A, B, C and intersecting at the point P . The circles P a , P b , P c are coaxal and the triangle orthocenter H lies on their common radical axis. Since the circles P a , P b , P c are centered on the triangle midlines B C , C A , A B and pass through the corresponding vertices A, B, C, they also pass through the corresponding altitude feet X, Y , Z. The altitude intersections H a , H b , H c with the circumcircle O other that the vertices A, B, C are reflections of the orthocenter H in the triangle sidelines BC, CA, AB. Powers of H to the circles P a , P b , P c are then
respectively. Thus, powers of the orthocenter H to all three circles are the same, equal to half the power of H to the circumcircle O. But, these three circles intersect at the point P and powers of P to all three circles are zero, i.e., also the same. Consequently, the line P H is the common radical axis of the circles P a , P b , P c and they are coaxal. Proof of Lemma 9. Since the angles ∠AXO a , ∠BY O b , ∠CZO c are right, the segments AO a , BO b , CO c are diameters of the circles P a , P b , P c . Consequently, the angles ∠AP O a , ∠BP O b , ∠CP O c are also right. The circles P a , P b , P c are centered on the midlines B C , C A , A B of the triangle ABC, identical with the sidelines of its medial triangle A B C . By Lemma 8, these three circles are coaxal, hence, their centers P a , P b , P c are collinear. Since P a , B , C are the midpoints of the segments AO a , CA, AB, after cyclic exchange, it follows that
By Menelaus theorem, Proof of Theorem 7 (sufficiency). Let P a , P b , P c be the circles with diameters AO a , BO b , CO c . Since the line O a O b O c is the orthotransversal with respect to the point P , the angles ∠AP O a , ∠BP O b , ∠CP O c are right and the circles P a , P b , P c concur at P . By Lemma 8, they are coaxal with the common radical axis P H. By assumption, the point P lies on the triangle Euler line OH. Thus, the circumcenter O is on the common radical axis of these three circles and power of O to all three circles is the same. Let the lines AO, BO, CO meet the circles P a , P b , P c again at points U , V , W . Since
and OA = OB = OC = R, where R is the circumradius length, it follows that OU = OV = OW . Consequently, the lines V W , W U , U V are parallel to the respective triangle sidelines BC, CA, AB. Let the lines AO, BO, CO meet the circles O a , O b , O c again at points X, Y , Z. Since the circles O a , O b , O c have radii AO a , BO b , CO c equal to diameters of the circles P a , P b , P c , these circle pairs are tangent at A, B, C. The circle pairs P a , O a ; P b , O b , P c , O c are then centrally similar with similarity centers A, B, C and coefficient 
Solutions, such as HA = HB = −HC, leading to ∠A = ∠B = 0, ∠C = π, are not acceptable. This implies that all triangle altitudes are equal and the triangle ABC is equilateral, which is a contradiction.
Remark. For an equilateral triangle, the Euler line is undefined and Theorem 7 fails. Since any line through the equilateral triangle circumcenter can be considered as its Euler line, the circles O a , O b , O c , centered on the orthotransversal O a O b O c with respect to any point P in the triangle plane, are always coaxal and their common radical axis passes through the equilateral triangle circumcenter.
In section 2, we have demonstrated that for four points X 56 , X 58 , K and I lying of the circumhyperbola H = (IG) * of the reference triangle ABC, the inversion Ψ with center I and power r 2 carried the coaxality claim of Theorem 5 into the coaxality claim of Theorem 7 for the image A 1 B 1 C 1 of the reference triangle ABC under Ψ. Now we use Theorem 7 to prove the coaxality claim of Theorem 5 in general.
Proof of theorem 5 -coaxality. Let XY Z be the cevian triangle of the incenter I of the reference triangle ABC and let A B C be the circumcevian triangle of a point Q lying of the circumhyperbola H = (IG) * . The circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) cut the triangle sidelines BC, CA, AB again at points U , V , W . By Lemma 3, the feet A 0 , B 0 , C 0 of the perpendiculars from U , V , W to the internal bisectors AX, BY , CZ of the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C form a triangle A 0 B 0 C 0 , centrally similar to the reference triangle ABC with similarity center I. Hereby,
Let 
In addition, the angle ∠XAR = ∠I a AR is right, hence, XR, I a R are diameters of the circles (AXA ), Q a and the angles ∠XU R, ∠I a U R are also right. By cyclic exchange, the right angle triangles Y V S, I b V S are centrally similar with similarity center B and coefficient 
Consider the internal bisectors AI a , BI b , CI c of the angles ∠A, ∠B, ∠C of the reference triangle ABC as the corresponding altitudes of the excentral triangle I a I b I c with the orthocenter I. These altitudes meet the circumcircle O 0 of the excentral triangle at the reflections K a , K b , K c of the orthocenter I in the excentral triangle sidelines. Thus, we have
and by cyclic exchange,
Using the central similarity of the triangles A 0 B 0 C 0 , ABC with similarity center I and the central similarity of the incircle I and the excircles I a , I b with similarity centers A, B, we obtain
With cyclic exchange, this yields C 1 A 1 , A 1 B 1 and the images J a J b , J c of the excenters I a I b , I c are the respective altitude feet of the inverted triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 . Consequently, the altitudes A 1 J a , B 1 J b , C 1 J c are chords of the images P a , P b , P c of the coaxal circles Q a , Q b , Q c . Thus, the coaxal circles P a , P b , P c are centered on the corresponding midlines of the inverted triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 and they intersect on its Euler line O 1 I, at the images L 1 , L 1 of the points L, L . These circles cut the inverted triangle sidelines
The images X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 of the internal angle bisector feet X, Y , Z of the reference triangle ABC under Ψ are the reflections of the vertices A 1 , B 1 , C 1 of the inverted triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 in its respective sidelines. Since
of the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ), the inverted circles are centered on the respective sidelines of the inverted triangle A 1 B 1 C 1 . Since the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are tangent to the circles Q a , Q b , Q c at the vertices A, B, C of the reference triangle ABC, their images ( By reversing the remaining arguments of the direct proof, we arrive back to the triangle A 0 B 0 C 0 centrally similar the reference triangle ABC with similarity center I, the external angle bisectors of which intersect the respective sidelines BC, CA, AB of the reference triangle ABC at points U , V , W , lying on the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ). By Lemma 3, the lines AA , BB , CC then intersect at a point Q on the circumhyperbola H = (IG) * .
General case
Theorem 10. Let P , Q be two arbitrary point in the plane of a non-equilateral triangle ABC, different from the triangle vertices, the first one also different from the triangle orthocenter, P = H. Let XY Z be the cevian triangle of the point P and A B C the circumcevian triangle of the point Q. The circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are coaxal and their common radical axis passes through the isogonal conjugate R = (P C ) * of the complement P C of the point P , if and only if the point Q lies on the triangle circumconic K passing through the points P , R, the isogonal conjugate of the line P * P C . Cyclically, we obtain the equations of the radical axes r CA , r AB of the circle pairs (CZC ), (AXA ); (AXA ), (BY B ).
Powers of the point Q to the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are equal to the power of Q to the circumcircle O, QA · QA = QB · QB = QC · QC , hence, Q is at least the radical center of the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) and their pairwise radical axes r BC , r CA , r AB concur at Q.
Assume that the complement P C of P lies on the line P * Q * . The point Q then lies on the triangle circumconic K passing through the points P and R = (P C ) * , the isogonal conjugate of the line P * P C . This is equivalent to r BC (R) = ∆ (q + r)(r + p)(p + q)(vp − uq)(ur − wp) .
Since ∆ = 0, the point R lies on the radical axis r BC and similarly, R lies on the radical axes r CA , r AB . But, these radical axes concur at the point Q, generally different from the point R, hence, they are identical. The line QR is then the common radical axis of the coaxal circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ). If the points Q, R are different from each other, the common radical axis intersects the circumconic K at Q, R. If the points Q, R coincide, the common radical axis is tangent to the circumconic K at R and the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) remain coaxal by the continuity principle.
Conversely, assume that the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are coaxal, i. e., their pairwise radical axes r BC , r CA , r AB are identical with their common radical axis. Any non-trivial linear combination of their equations is also an equation of the same line. But, substituting the barycentric coordinates of the point R into the left side of a linear combination, such as r BC (x, y, z) wq − vr − r CA (x, y, z) ur − wp = 0, yields zero, which means that the point R lies on the common radical axis. This implies that the determinant ∆ = 0, the isogonal conjugate R of the complement P C of the point P lies on the line P * Q * and the point Q on the circumconic K through the points P , R. If the line P * P C passes through any triangle vertex, say A, the circumconic K degenerates into the line AP R. By the continuity principle, the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are coaxal, if and only if the point Q lies on the line AP R. The circle (AXA ) then degenerates into the line AXA , identical with the line AP R and with the radical axis of the circles (BY B ), (CZC ).
Remark. Both the isogonal conjugate H * and complement H C of the orthocenter H are identical with the circumcenter O. The orthocenter is the only point, the isogonal conjugate and complement of which are identical. When P = H, the line P * P C and the circumconic K are undefined. The complement H C = O of H is on the line H * Q * = OQ * for any point Q, the circles (AXA ), (BY B ), (CZC ) are always coaxal and their common radical axis is the line QH. Powers of the orthocenter H to all three circles are equal to half the power of H to the circumcircle O.
